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The documentation of euxinic and low sulphate conditions in
mid-Proterozoic marine basins paves the way to an improved
understanding of early life and environments. In such oceans,
methanogenic archaeans could have played an enhanced role in
the carbon cycle, contributing to long-lived greenhouse conditions27. Low sulphate may also help to explain the prominence
of penecontemporaneous dolomite in mid-Proterozoic and older
carbonate platforms28. Through its effects on biologically important
trace elements, seawater chemistry may help to explain the ecological and evolutionary distributions of early eukaryotic photoautotrophs8. And, if sulphate levels remained low until the latest
Proterozoic, oxygen probably also remained well below present
levels, influencing the early diversification of animals29. Further
biogeochemical research carried out in the framework of sequence
stratigraphy30 should clarify the relationships between seawater
chemistry and changes in the Proterozoic biosphere.
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Two hypotheses to explain potentially high forest biodiversity
have different implications for the number and kinds of species
that can coexist and the potential loss of biodiversity in the
absence of speciation. The first hypothesis involves stabilizing
mechanisms, which include tradeoffs between species in terms of
their capacities to disperse to sites where competition is weak1–4,
to exploit abundant resources effectively5,6 and to compete for
scarce resources7. Stabilization results because competitors
thrive at different times and places. An alternative, ‘neutral
model’ suggests that stabilizing mechanisms may be superfluous.
This explanation emphasizes ‘equalizing’ mechanisms8, because
competitive exclusion of similar species is slow. Lack of ecologically relevant differences means that abundances experience
random ‘neutral drift’, with slow extinction9–11. The relative
importance of these two mechanisms is unknown, because
assumptions and predictions involve broad temporal and spatial
scales. Here we demonstrate that predictions of neutral drift are
testable using palaeodata. The results demonstrate strong stabilizing forces. By contrast with the neutral prediction of increasing variance among sites over time, we show that variances in
post-Glacial tree abundances among sites stabilize rapidly, and
abundances remain coherent over broad geographical scales.
It is difficult to test competing hypotheses for coexistence. In
ecological models, stable coexistence typically requires tradeoffs.
Communities may be ‘packed’, in the sense that only species with
particular life history combinations can coexist3. The potential
importance of stabilizing forces has led to searches for tradeoffs
that partition advantages in space and time between different
species12. Although some types of tradeoffs are clear-cut, such as
those characterizing early and late successional species13,14, the
overall importance of tradeoffs is debatable10,12,15.
By contrast, if species differences are small, the inherent limits to
diversity implied by specific types of competition may not apply.
The neutral model does not refer to a strict random walk, because
finite space limits the density of trees. Rather, ecological equivalence
allows that abundances drift randomly. Speciation might balance
losses, provided that new species are generated as rapidly as random
extinction removes them. Although there are unique temporal
patterns associated with processes such as random drift, for trees
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the dynamics are too slow to quantify adequately. Fossil pollen
records represent time series of species abundance, but statistical
tests for a random walk (see for example ref. 16) are not powerful.
Thus, the case for lack of tradeoffs typically appeals to indirect
evidence, such as the obvious similarities shared by many tree
species10, and spatial patterns or dominance–diversity curves11
that might be compatible with multiple mechanisms. Hubbell11
suggests that, even if wrong, difficult to test, or both, the hypothesis
of random drift might serve as a useful ‘null’ model.

Figure 1 Simulations of neutral dynamics showing the divergence among sites. a, Lottery
model, where ten species with identical parameters and responses to stochasticity
compete for space. b, Results for a single species shown for eight different sites.
Abundances diverge with the random accumulation of changes at each site. c, Variance
among sites increases over time owing to accumulation of the random changes in
abundance shown in b, as does (d) the coefficient of variation, CV. In c and d, the middle
line indicates the median, and the dashed lines bound 90% of simulated values.
636

Tests of neutral drift are available, provided that we exploit both
temporal and spatial information from fossil pollen data, as
opposed to trends in an individual series. If community dynamics
are characterized by random drift, then variances among sites
increase over time, with the accumulation of random changes in
abundance. This is true even if the process is not strictly neutral (see
Methods). For example, Fig. 1a illustrates a lottery process for
species having identical parameters, where responses to stochasticity do not depend on species identity. To stress the fact that
variance among sites increases rapidly over time, our simulation
example assumes within-site variances that are substantially lower
than we calculate from fossil data. Drift results in rapid accumulation of among-site variance (Fig. 1b, c), which is readily identifiable and would continue to increase until much of the diversity was
lost through extinction. This trend is also predicted for the coefficient of variation (Fig. 1d), which, unlike the variance, does not
increase simply because absolute abundance increases.
We analysed trends in variance among sites from a portion of
eastern North America during the Holocene epoch. Fossil pollen
that accumulates in lake sediments records changes in the relative
abundances of species over geological timescales, but with temporal
resolution that is compatible with tree generation times (10 to ,100
years). The fossil pollen record integrates abundances over scales of
a ‘stand’ (small lakes) to a region (large lakes)17,18. Sites used here are
distributed over more than 104 km2, an area large enough that
dynamics are mutually independent; rare, long-distance dispersal is
not sufficient to synchronize dynamics between sites. Thus, it
represents a useful scale for assessing the degree to which populations may engage in neutral dynamics (see Methods).
To test the hypothesis that abundances drift at random, we
determined changes in means and variances for the past 10,000 yr
(as dated by 14C), a period of more than 200 tree generations, at
eight sites. This interval spans a time of rapid climate change
followed by modest climate changes typical of those prevailing in
forests postulated to show neutral drift. The interval is not free of
external influences. Indeed the rapid climate changes at the beginning of the Holocene and the large-scale changes in hemlock
(Tsuga) abundance (probably caused by a natural enemy19) lend
additional insight into the neutral hypothesis. Climate fluctuations
contribute variance to populations. Failure to observe the rise in
variance predicted by neutral dynamics would be especially strong
evidence for stabilizing forces, which would have to overcome the
tendency of climate variability, disturbance and the hemlock decline
to increase variability. We used regression to assess trends in amongsite variance over time.
Our results are not consistent with neutral drift. Contrary to
predictions (Fig. 1), following expansion in the early Holocene the
relative abundances of all dominant pollen taxa reach relatively
constant values, and variances and coefficients of variation among
sites tend to stabilize or decline (Fig. 2). The expansion persists well
into the Holocene at these mid-latitude sites and is characterized by
increasing pollen percentages, attended by a rise in among-site
variance. The initial increases in among-site variance result from
increase in total abundance, not from drift, as is shown by
coefficients of variation. The percentages for a given taxon subsequently tend to stabilize at each site. In contrast with neutral drift
(Fig. 1c), none of the changes in variance are significant (Fig. 2).
Only Betula and Quercus show evidence of increasing variance
during the past few millennia. For both taxa, this trend follows
declining variances of the mid-Holocene, and it results from
increasing abundances and not from divergence among sites. Moreover, Acer, Fagus, Fraxinus and Ulmus all show declining variances
among sites in the latter half of the Holocene.
Tsuga canadensis provides especially compelling evidence for
stabilizing mechanisms, and in a different way. Following disturbance, stabilizing forces are expected to return populations to their
former abundances. By contrast, the neutral model predicts that
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population densities should continue to drift at random, with no
propensity to return to previous abundances. In all eight cases, the
synchronous collapse of this population across eastern North
America at 4750 14C yr BP (ref. 20) was followed by return to
abundances close to those prevalent before its decline. The fact that
this occurs across eastern North America provides strong evidence
that stabilizing mechanisms maintain species abundances, and it is
not consistent with neutral drift.
We selected a specific region for our analysis for purposes of
demonstration, but the results can be generalized. Pollen data from
temperate and boreal regions that have abundant pollen records
share the characteristics of geographical coherence and continuity21,22. We could not complete this analysis for tropical forests as
lake sediments are not readily available. Nonetheless, relatively
constant pollen abundances spanning much of the Holocene are
typical of the Tropics23, consistent with our results and indicating
that stabilizing mechanisms are not limited to temperate latitudes.
Our results provide strong evidence for stabilizing mechanisms.
Populations did not achieve random densities following deglaciation at the end of the Pleistocene and neutrally drift thereafter.
Rather, the strong geographical coherence in early Holocene pollen
abundances and broad consistency in variances among sites point to
stabilizing effects. Even the collapse of a dominant late-successional
species, hemlock, saw recovery to relative abundances typical of
pre-collapse populations.
Taken together, these aspects of the palaeo-record point to the

importance of stabilizing mechanisms that maintain tree populations within bounded densities which are geographically and
temporally coherent. This evidence does not, in itself, demonstrate
a role for tradeoffs in any specific sense. It does indicate the
importance of stabilizing mechanisms that might derive from
species differences, in terms of their capacities to colonize new
sites, exploit abundant resources and tolerate competition3–8. Individual-level variability can result in large overlap among species, but
the effect can be stabilizing12,15. Stochasticity associated with colonization, growth and survival can have a strong stabilizing influence
that contrasts with the slow drift to extinction or dominance
implied by neutral dynamics8,12,15. Our results do not imply that
the equalizing mechanisms stressed in the neutral model are absent
or inconsequential9–11, only that they must operate together with
strong stabilizing forces.
A neutral interpretation of forest dynamics requires that continual (albeit potentially slow) extinction losses are offset by
persistent speciation9,11. This implies that modern diversity levels
owe much to continual emergence of new species. We did not test
the neutral drift model using speciation and extinction data for two
reasons. First, speciation and extinction rates are invoked to explain
why diversity does not eventually collapse with neutral drift, but
neutral drift can be tested on its own. Speciation and extinction can
occur whether dynamics are controlled by stabilizing forces or by
neutral drift. Second, the palaeo-record is inadequate for tests of
speciation and extinction. Whereas patterns of extinction and

Figure 2 Fossil pollen data for seven dominant taxa from eight sites in Ontario. In contrast
to ‘neutral’ changes in a, abundances of all taxa at all sites tend to stabilize soon after
expansion. Although the variances within each series are much larger than those used for

simulation, the variances (brown) and coefficients of variation (blue) among sites do not
increase.
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speciation are poorly known and, by themselves, do not identify
mechanisms, geographical patterns in variance are compelling. Our
analysis demonstrates that drift is inconsistent with evidence that is
readily available for the Holocene.
The strong evidence for stabilizing forces in the palaeo-record has
implications different from those of neutral drift. If modern
diversity levels have been maintained by stabilizing forces, rather
than by incessant replenishment through speciation, then high
contemporary extinction rates are likely to have more profound
and enduring impacts on future biodiversity.
A

Methods
Data
Fossil pollen percentages were obtained from the North American Pollen Database
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pollen.html). The eight sites come from southern
Ontario, where there exists an unusually high density of small lakes (Table 1). These sites
are small enough to emphasize local dynamics, they share regional climate and vegetation
histories, and they are spaced broadly enough to allow comparisons among sites. To
calculate variances among sites, we generated evenly spaced series at 200-yr intervals by
linear interpolation from 10,000 to 200 14C yr BP. Two of the lakes show evidence of
pre-Columbian agriculture (Second and Tonawa Lakes), which could affect tree
abundances, but omission of these sites did not change the results.
Pollen data are not the same as tree data, and the relationships between them
influenced our modelling approach. Pollen abundances are sometimes fitted to models
of population dynamics. Pollen accumulation rate is typically used with such applications,
and it is compatible with models of population growth rate. Those models can be
interpreted in terms of either population density or abundance. The lottery model is
appropriate for assessment of neutral dynamics, and it assumes relative abundance. We
therefore use pollen percentages, not pollen accumulation. Because different taxa produce
different amounts of pollen, the relative abundance of pollen is not the same as the relative
abundance of trees. Here again, a lottery model is appropriate, because the predicted
trends in variance hold even for arbitrary weightings of species. The fact that some pollen
taxa include more than one species does not affect the assessment of this mechanism. We
could view pollen percentages as the sums of random variables, and the spatial variance
among those sums would also increase with time. Declines in variance, coefficient of
variation, or both for the monospecific taxa (Fagus, Tsuga) confirm that individual species
also show strong evidence of stabilizing forces.

Simulation model
‘Neutrality’ can be viewed in several ways. Regardless of the specific model, we simply
point out that abundances among sites tend to diverge over time. This is true whether the
process is a simple random walk or there is some constraint on total density. A random
walk on log density could be written as
ni;j ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ni;j ðtÞe1i;j ðtÞ
for density n i, j(t) of species i at location j at time t, and stochasticity might be represented
as 1i;j ðtÞ , Nð0; j2 Þ; with variance j 2. Variance among sites j increases linearly with time.
In this model, there are no bounds on total density. Density-dependent versions of this
model24 also show divergence across sites.
Some descriptions of ‘neutrality’ are better represented by a lottery model than by a
random walk, because the space available is finite. To illustrate trends in abundance among
sites j, consider a simple lottery
m
X
bi ðtÞnij ðtÞ
ð1Þ
dk nkj ðtÞ Pm
ni;j ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1 2 di Þni ðtÞ þ ni ðtÞ
k¼1 bk ðtÞnkj ðtÞ
k¼1
with mortality rate d i, and stochastic recruitment rate bi ðtÞ / Poisðbi Þ The first term in
equation (1) is survival. The second term is new recruitment, being the product of new
sites opened by mortality and the fraction of those sites that are obtained by species i.
Although the state variable n(t) is continuous, our discrete recruitment allows random
changes in population to have an effect at low density. Stable coexistence results, provided
that species differ in how they respond to stochasticity, which, in this case, is associated
with recruitment.
Neutrality implies not only that parameters are identical for all species
di ; d and bi ; b; i ¼ 1; …; m
but also that they respond identically to stochasticity. We can remove distinctions among

Table 1 Lakes and references for sites analysed in Fig. 2
Site

Latitude (8N)

Longitude (8W)

Elevation (m)

Reference

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Lac Bastien
Decoy Lake
Graham Lake
Hams Lake
High Lake
Nutt Lake
Second Lake
Tonawa Lake

46.24.00
43.14.00
45.11.00
43.14.12
44.31.00
45.13.00
44.51.00
44.51.00

78.55.00
80.22.00
77.21.00
80.24.48
76.36.00
79.27.00
79.58.48
77.10.30

305
260
381
301
192
305
196
274

25
26
27
25
27
25
28
29

.............................................................................................................................................................................
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individuals in terms of species identity with the following modification:
m
X
bij ðtÞ
ni;j ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1 2 dÞni ðtÞ þ ni ðtÞd
nkj ðtÞ Pm
k¼1 bkj ðtÞ
k¼1

ð2Þ

for stochastic recruitment rate bij ðtÞ , Poisðbnij ðtÞÞ: To see how this removes species
identities, consider a neutral recruitment process, whereby each individual contributes
Pois(b). Provided that individuals k P
are independent,
then total propagule
production

Pni;t
Pm
is the random variate distributed as m
i¼1
i¼1 nij ðtÞ ,
k¼1 PoisðbÞ , Pois b
P
m
i¼1 Poisðbnij ðtÞÞ; and production by species i is distributed as Pois(bn ij(t)). Equation (2)
produces slow drift as described by a number of authors (see for example ref. 9).
Obviously, the increase in variance across sites that we mention above applies in this case.
Of course, all stochastic models initialized at identical densities will show some initial
increase in variance among sites. Our examples use initial variability comparable to
differences that we observe among sites in the early Holocene (Fig. 1a). The variance plot
(Fig. 1c) bounds 90% of variance trends for 100 random initializations of the neutral
lottery model. Coefficients of variation indicate when changes in variance occur because of
changing overall abundance.
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